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Have a plan!

Deadlines in North America:

I PhD programs and fellowships — Dec/Jan (or earlier)

I Postdocs/tenure track jobs — Sep/Oct/Nov

You need to start planning at least two months before the deadline.



Your application packet

I CV and publication list

I Research statement

I Teaching statement

I Diversity statement

I ≥ 3 recommendation letters

I Teaching letter



CV and publication list

I For a publication list, you need publications (or at least
preprints)

I Typical CV categories: name and contact info, education,
employment, awards, research interests, publications, talks,
other activities, references

I Only include relevant information



Research statement

Research Stament

Nathan Owen Ilten

January 26, 2018

1 Introduction

My research finds itself at the intersection of algebraic geometry and combinatorics. I am
primarily interested in studying the geometry of T -varieties, that is, normal algebraic vari-
eties with an effective action by a torus T . Consider the special case of a T -variety X where
the acting torus T has dimension equal to that of X. Then X is in fact a toric variety, which
have been studied extensively in recent years. One very appealing aspect of toric varieties
is that they can be completely described combinatorially via polyhedral fans, and that the
geometry of the fan reflects the geometry of the corresponding variety.

More generally, for any T -varietyX, its complexity is the difference between the dimension
of X and the maximal dimension of the orbits of T . Following a recently developed theory
by K. Altmann, J. Hausen, and H. Süß, c.f. [?] and [?], any T -variety X of complexity
k can be described by a normal quasiprojective variety Y of dimension k along with some
combinatorial data, a so-called divisorial fan. Similar to the case of toric varieties, the
geometry of a divisorial fan directly reflects the geometry of the corresponding T -variety. In
any case, this description makes the study of T -varieties highly accessible via combinatorics.

My research on the geometry of T -varieties can be loosely grouped into three themes:

• The study of deformations of T -varieties;

• The study of vector bundles on T -varieties;

• Applications of T -varieties in coding theory.

None of these themes is fully separated from the other two, making for a very useful interplay
of methods and results.

2 Previous and Current Research

2.1 Infinitesimal Deformations of Toric Varieties

In [?], K. Altmann has computed the space of infinitesimal deformations for any affine
toric singularity. In [?], I look at the other extreme, namely infinitesimal deformations
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NATHAN ILTEN – RESEARCH STATEMENT

My research lies within the field of algebraic geometry — the study of solution sets of systems of poly-
nomial equations. Such sets, called varieties, appear in connection to numerous fields including information
theory, cryptography, phylogenetics and biology, computer vision, and theoretical physics. Algebraic ge-
ometry occupies a central role in pure mathematics, and many recent developments have had far-reaching
consequences. The overarching goal of my program of research is to forge new insights into algebraic
geometry and its sister disciplines through the investigation of varieties that exhibit combinatorial structure.

RESEARCH TOPICS

Fano Varieties. Fano varieties, i.e. projective varieties with positive curvature, are extremely important
objects in algebraic geometry. They can be viewed as a set of ‘building blocks’ from which all other varieties
are constructed. In unprecedented detail, I have studied degenerations of Fano varieties to simpler geometric
objects [5, 4, 13]. These results are extremely relevant for considerations in mirror symmetry and have
provided vital evidence confirming a conjectural link between the problem of classifying Fano varieties, and
the problem of classifying dual objects called Landau-Ginzburg potentials.
Ongoing and future work: I plan to put the link between Fano varieties and Landau-Ginzburg potentials on a
stronger theoretical footing through use of tools from mirror symmetry, cluster algebras, and combinatorics.

Varieties with Torus Action. A special class of varieties consists of those admitting an action by an al-
gebraic torus. As an extreme case, toric varieties admit an action by a torus of equal dimension, and may
be described completely in combinatorial terms. For more general varieties with torus action, that is, those
of higher complexity, combinatorics still plays an important role but no longer captures the entire picture.
I have played an instrumental role in developing a novel framework for studying varieties with a higher
complexity torus action, and have shown how to extend a number of fundamental results for toric varieties
to this much more general setting [16, 15, 20, 2, 12, 1]. Example applications of this work to other fields
include my construction of a world-record code [6, 14] (information theory) and my construction of new
Kähler-Einstein varieties and Kähler-Ricci solitons [17] (complex geometry).
Ongoing and future work: I intend to completely characterize or classify varieties with torus action satisfying
certain fundamental properties, for example, being Fano.

Deformation Theory of Toric Varieties. Deformation theory, the systematic study of infinitesimal pertur-
bations of a variety, is an essential tool in modern algebraic geometry. In a series of papers [8, 9, 19, 7], I
have made substantial breakthroughs in the deformation theory of toric varieties. In particular, I describe
the space of first order deformations for any smooth complete toric variety as well as describing many one-
parameter families. I have applied these results in the field of mirror symmetry to prove a key connection
between mutation of Landau-Ginzurg potentials and deformation of toric varieties [10].
Ongoing and future work: I intend to completely describe the deformation theory of smooth complete toric
varieties, providing an important class of varieties whose deformation theory we understand in entirety.

Linear Subspaces of Special Varieties. Many salient geometrical features of a variety may be observed by
studying the set of linear spaces it contains. I have recently initiated a program to better understand linear
spaces contained in special varieties. My recent results on linear subspaces of determinantal and permanental
hypersurfaces [3] represent the first significant development in several decades pertaining to the classical
study of linear spaces of singular matrices. I have applied these results in the field of complexity theory to
obtain highly non-trivial bounds on circuit complexity for determinants and permanents [18]. Additionally,
a recent project has led to a complete understanding of lines contained in toric surfaces [11], shedding new
light on classical counts of lines on Fano surfaces.
Ongoing and future work: I plan to extend my study of linear spaces to higher-dimensional toric varieties
and certain special hypersurfaces. Applications will include further bounds in complexity theory, and a
better understanding of lines and planes on Fano threefolds.
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Research statement

I Show it to your advisor and friends

I Brevity is your friend

I Why is your research important?

I Why are you the best person for your project?



Teaching and diversity statements

I Do you have experience teaching?

I Will you be able to adapt to different courses/audiences?

I Do you have a thoughtful approach to teaching?

I How will you simultaneously reach bright students and
underprepared students?

Put yourself in situations that help you better answer these
questions!

Starting point for diversity:
Federico Ardila’s Todos Cuentan



Letters

I Ask at least 1 month prior to deadline

I Provide all your application materials

I Recommender needs basis for evaluation

I Recommender is doing you a favor!!!



Where to find jobs

I Math society sites: mathjobs.org, mathhire.org,
eims.ams.org/jobs/, www.mathclassifieds.org

I Country specific sites: www.maths.lth.se/nordic/,
www.jobs.ac.uk/categories/maths

I Area-specific networks: EAGER, SIAGA, commalg.org



Stategies for success

I Look at successful application packets

I Apply widely, but concentrate effort where it is worthwhile

I Letters and connections matter a lot



My story

I 2005: DAAD fellowship for graduate study in Germany
Rejected for more prestigious Fulbright.
Rejected for Telekom fellowship.

I 2010: Postdoc at Max Planck Institute for Math

I 2011: Postdoc at UC Berkeley
Applied for over 30 postdocs.
Only offers from MPI and Berkeley.

I 2014: Assistant Professor at SFU
Applied for over 100 tenure track jobs.
Only three offers.



Thanks for listening!


